SCOTLAND’S MOGWAI ENDORSE ELECTRO-VOICE®
MICROPHONES
Minneapolis, MN (October 10, 2003): First Avenue, the Upper Midwest’s
most revered rock n’ roll emporium, hosted a show by new Electro-Voice
microphone endorsers Mogwai on September 30th. The Glasgow, Scotland
based band visited the Twin Cities towards the end of a thorough tour of the
US to promote their June 2003 release, “Happy Songs for Happy People”
(Matador), their fourth full-length in a string of critically acclaimed recordings.
First Avenue is also home to a full EV X-Array™ rig and proprietary monitors
loaded with EV components.

Mogwai: Loud…

Innovating upon influences such as seminal experimental outfits My Bloody
Valentine and Sonic Youth, Mogwai are figureheads of the current “Post-Rock”
movement, a loosely bound genre concerned with moving beyond conventional
song structures and stylings. Mogwai’s layered guitar soundscapes shift in
oceanic swells and lulls, rather than in verses and choruses. From this
perspective, the five-piece push conventional rock instruments and
contemporary technology to the limits of what can still be nominally considered
“rock with guitars”. They also create an intricate, almost cinematic sonic
landscape in which to test the performance of new equipment – microphones,

for example. Interference and feedback are potential challenges for FOH
engineer Mike Guanci and monitor engineer Mick Brennan, who supervise 90
minutes of multi-layered guitar and keyboard textures, ranging from barely
audible glacial guitar tones to full-bore, high SPL climaxes. High-performance
mics make all the difference in this volatile sonic environment…

Mogwai: Quiet…

With this in mind, Mogwai uses a variety of mics: N/D967 (high gain-beforefeedback vocal mic), N/D468 (instrument mic), N/D868 (kick drum mic),
N/D767 (vocal mic), various multi-purpose Cobalt series mics, and the RE1
wireless system. The band also employs four Klark Teknik LBB100 direct input
boxes and is seriously thinking about upgrading to the DN1414 rackmount DI.
The N/D967 in particular ran the gamut during the show, with minimal vocals at
maximum volume being integral to the Mogwai sound. Multi instrumentalist
Barry Burns, manning the Vocoder via a freshly minted N/D967, commented:
“Thumbs up! A big difference.” That was testimony enough: the sound of the
show spoke for itself. Mogwai head back to play sold-out concerts across the
UK later on this month, EV mics in tow.
Singer/guitarist Stuart Braithwaite and multi-instrumentalist Barry Burns used
the newly released N/D967, the highest gain-before-feedback performance
vocal microphone on the market. The N/D967 is optimized for live vocals

with N/DYM® sensitivity, and features an EV-exclusive personality switch to
shape sound. Other features include a unique removable front grille
assembly and pop filter for easy hygienic cleaning, a superior multistage
shock mount for unmatched low handling noise, and a ‘Warm Grip’ handle
for a more comfortable feel.
The new N/D967 is able to take any high gain punishment that
comes its way without feedback. The N/D967 is also engineered
to offer a high-mid & high frequency clarity that competitors’
products simply cannot match, enabling vocals to cut through in
any situation, from the thundering six-string tsunami that ends a
Mogwai show, to the busy mid-frequencies of delay-drenched
guitar interplay.

N/D468 supercardioid instrument microphones, featuring a pivoting
head to ensure precise placement to mic drums and guitars, with
smooth and accurate response in the highest SPL situations.

N/D767a dynamic supercardioid lead microphone, featuring VOB™
technology for reduced boominess, sibilance and P-popping, along
with extremely low handling noise.

N/D868 kick drum microphones, designed for the specific purpose
of mic’ing kick drums, featuring durable steel construction and
extended low frequency response to tighten live and studio mixes.
Also useful for extracting substantial low-end from electric guitar
and bass cabinets.

RE200 cardioid microphones: true condenser instrument microphones
with transformer-less design. Continuous presence rise enhances
sound quality. Includes stand clamp, windscreen and zippered vinyl
pouch.

RE1 series wireless system:
A completely programmable
frequency agile system with
Advanced ClearScan™, a
dual band compander,
rugged and powerful
transmitters and many other
features that make it worthy
of the legendary RE label.
During soundcheck, Mogwai
guitarist John Cummings treated First Avenue to the opening refrain of
“Back in Black” by AC/DC, whilst exploring the upper level of the club.
The freedom of wireless! This was before the evening’s show, of course…
(Note: This is the ONLY wireless system for bass guitar – with a frequency response
down to 30 Hz, there is no other manufacturer that caters to the needs bass player. That,
and factor in virtually zero compression and you see why professionals choose the RE-1
as their bass wireless sound solution!)

‘Back in Black’ atop
an EV stack:
Mogwai guitarist
John Cummings
enjoys
the freedom of the
Electro-Voice RE1
wireless system
during soundcheck.
Notice the EV XArray ground stack,
with clusters above.

MOGWAI, clockwise from top left: Stage view, Glastonbury
festival, June, 2003; on the mammoth monitor screen at
Glastonbury, the world’s biggest rock festival (pic – Matador
Records); John Cummings in full effect(s), Hamburg (pic – Bernd
Zahn); Onstage in Berlin, 2003.

Mogwai
For full details on all Electro-Voice products and brands, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
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